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Secure Solutions That Get The Job Done
GSA Contract Information
Multimedia Office Cabinets, Displays
& Filing Systems, Powered Rotary Files
(High Density Filing, Record Keeping
Equipment). FSC Class: 7403
- Lektriever ELF 115, 120, 125
- Megamat Vertical Carousel
- Shuttle Vertical Lift Module
50 Contiguous States & The District
of Columbia

A high level of security and control is

Productivity & Ergonomics

common on military bases – and the

All Kardex Remstar solutions deliver

same goes for the materials stored and

stored goods directly to the operator

managed on base. From weapons to high

at an ergonomic level, eliminating time

value assets to personnel and medical

spent walking, searching, bending and

records, secure storage is a necessity.

reaching to retrieve stored items, leaving

Kardex Remstar offers a broad selec-

more time for picking. Kardex Remstar

tion of automated storage and retrieval

products are ergonomically designed to

solutions specifically designed for military

meet the Americans with Disabilities

use; providing secure storage and quick

Act (ADA).

access times in a minimal footprint.

Storage
Make it simple! We can help you
simplify your operations, save storage
space and increase your income.
Inventory control and higher availability
of your spare parts, picking accuracy and
inventory security – that is what matters.
Kardex Remstar can help you eliminate
time otherwise wasted searching for
misplaced or out-of-stock inventory.
And all this in a highly-densiﬁed storage
environment.
Our solutions are scalable and ﬂexible
to change with your business. Easily
reconﬁgure trays and carriers to maximize
product density or relocate systems
within your facility.

Shuttle XP

Megamat RS

High-density storage in a compact footprint
The Shuttle XP has been designed to meet a broad range of
storage and retrieval application requirements in manufacturing,
distribution, retail and warehouse operations. The combination

Maximum storage space on a minimal footprint

of storage density, flexibility, effectiveness and security makes

Kardex Remstar has thoroughly reﬁned the Megamat

it a unique storage solution. Trays are automatically delivered

system, which has been proven over decades of use. The

to the access opening at the push of a button or a scan of a

compact design ensures maximum storage space using

bar code. The device is modular in its construction allowing

minimal ﬂoor space. Shelves or drawers rotate up or down

the height and number of access openings to be adjusted post

via the shortest path to automatically deliver stored items

construction. By utilizing existing ceiling height, up to 85% of

to an operator at an ergonomically positioned work station.

occupied floor space can be recovered. The height of each tray

Every Megamat RS can be used as a standalone solution

is automatically scaned to find the ideal storage location within

or integrated with software.

the system using the least amount of possible space.

Case Study: secure storage for military weapons
The Customer
The Gun Smith Shop at Lackland AFB stores more than 50 different handguns, riﬂes, shotguns, automatic weapons, etc. The
amount of work ﬂowing into this facility is based on actual
need, not schedule. Some days there have been as many as
20,000 M16 riﬂes coming into the facility for storage, on other
days there are no shipments.
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The Gun Smith Shop at

Two vertical carousels with

- Saved 86 % ﬂoor space

- 2 Vertical Carousels

Lackland AFB aimed to

roll-out drawers store $2.6

- Increased security

- 70 Rollout Drawers Each

improve their inventory

million dollars of inventory,

- Improved ergonomics

management while saving

3,577 SKUs.

- Increased productivity

ﬂoor space.

You can find the complete case study at: www.kardexremstar.com

Software Solution Power Pick Global
Flexible Warehouse Management Software for intralogistics solutions.
Power Pick Global is a user friendly

It can be tailored to various requirements

Warehouse Management Software

and meets the highest quality standards.

designed to enhance intralogistics

Designed as a base package with mul-

solutions by providing complete inven-

tiple add-on options, Power Pick Global

tory management. Combining dynamic

can be customized to meet the exact

storage systems with Power Pick Global

needs of each application.

maximizes storage density, reduces
pick times for greater productivity and

Why choose Power Pick Global?

increases pick accuracy.

reduces picking errors, increasing
accuracy to up to 99.9 %.

Efficiency
The software can optimize space within

Power Pick Global helps lower process-

the unit, create pick sequences, prevent

ing times, sequences order picking and

out of stock inventory shortages and

assists with time optimized unit move-

provide easy real time reporting. With a

ment to increase throughput.

modular structure, Power Pick Global can

Security
Individual user and group rights can be
controlled and managed, each transaction
can be tracked.

meet a customer’s requirements – today

Accuracy

Integration

and in the future.

From standard validation via barcode,

Based on the latest windows technology,

handheld scanner, weight control or pick

Power Pick Global can be easily integrated

to light technology, Power Pick Global

with your current ERP or host system.

Kardex Remstar:
Our dynamic storage and retrieval systems are designed
to improve your material flow and optimize your
intralogistics.
Experience in intralogistics: as a technical leading supplier
of vertical lift modules, vertical carousels, horizontal
carousels, order picking software and life cycle services
Kardex Remstar has installed more than 140,000 dynamic
storage solutions all over the world.
Our applications serve a wide range of customers including
administration, automotive, chemical & pharmaceutical, electronics, government, healthcare, medical device, oil & gas, and
warehouse & distribution . With more than 1,300 employees,
two production facilities and local representatives and service
locations in over 30 countries around the globe we offer solutions
that provide greater profitability.
Further information: www.kardexremstar.com

Your local authorized Kardex Remstar
distributor

